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DESCRIPTION

COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE

SAME

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a

communication apparatus, such as a mobile phone, that

has a plurality of communication functions, and a

method for controlling the same. More specifically,

the invention relates to a processing method performed

in a case in which there is an incoming call or mail or

the like during communication.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, a mobile phone has

included a function that performs data communication

using a function for second communication, which is

different from communication with a mobile phone, in

addition to a call function and a mail function.

Examples of the second communication function include a

wire communication function such as RS232 or USB, and a

short range communication function such as RFID, FeIiCa,

or NFC (near field communication) . Moreover, in recent

years, due to the realization of high-speed technology

in short range communication, it has become possible

for a large amount of data to be transferred between a

mobile phone and a personal computer (hereinafter,



referred to as PC) and the like.

[0003] Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2004-242274

proposes a method in which either a mobile phone

function or a second communication function can be

activated, or both of the functions can be activated in

this type of a mobile phone by using a switching signal.

This method enables addressing a problem that occurs

when the mobile phone function and the second

communication function are used at the same time.

[0004] In a general method, when there is a desire

to use the mobile phone function and a short range

communication function as the second communication

function at the same time, it has been necessary to set

both functions so as to be operable at all times. In

this case, however, if there is an incoming call/mail

to the mobile phone during short range communication,

an operator may accidently operate the mobile phone,

thus resulting in a failure in the short range

communication, which is a problem. That is, during

short range communication with a mobile phone having a

short range communication function, a failure occurs in

the short range communication if the operator

accidently operates the mobile phone because of an

incoming call/mail to the mobile phone or the like,

which is a problem.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION



[0005] The present invention was achieved in view

of the above problems. The present invention provides

a communication apparatus and method which prevents an

operator from accidently operating the communication

apparatus during short range communication, even if

there is an incoming call or mail or the like.

[0006] According to one aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a communication apparatus

comprising: a first communication means for performing

wireless communication for at least a call or a mail; a

second communication means that is different from the

first communication means; and a prohibition means for

changing a notification function that notifies a user

of an incoming call/mail received by the first

communication means to a prohibited status in

accordance with a start of communication by the second

communication means.

[0007] Also, another aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a method for controlling a

communication apparatus that includes at least a first

communication means for performing wireless

communication for a call or a mail and a second

communication means that is different from the first

communication means, the method comprising a

prohibition step of prohibiting to notify a user of an

incoming call/mail received by the first communication

means in accordance with a start of communication by
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the second communication means.

[0008] Further features of the present invention

will become apparent from the following description of

exemplary embodiments with reference to the attached

drawings .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of

an overall configuration of a short range communication

system according to a first embodiment.

[0010] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an

example of an internal configuration of a mobile phone

according to the first embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an

example of an internal configuration of a reading unit

and a PC according to the first embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating

processing performed by the mobile phone according to

the first embodiment.

[0013] FIGs. 5A and 5B are flow charts showing

short range communication processing performed by the

mobile phone according to the first embodiment.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0014] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the

present invention will be described with reference to

the attached drawings.



[0015]<First Embodiment >

FIG. 1 shows an example of an overall

configuration of a short range communication system

according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 1 ,

reference numeral 101 designates a mobile phone,

reference numeral 102 designates a reading unit for

short range communication, and reference numeral 103

designates a PC.

[0016] The mobile phone 101 performs a mobile

phone call function and a mail sending/receiving

function, by connecting to a mobile phone base station

(not shown) . In addition, the mobile phone 101 has a

short range communication function, and by placing the

mobile phone 101 in a prescribed position on the

reading unit 102, data can be mutually and wirelessly

transferred between the mobile phone 101 and the PC 103

connected thereto via the reading unit 102.

[0017] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an

example of an internal configuration of the mobile

phone 101 according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 2 ,

reference numeral 201 designates a CPU that controls

entire operation of the mobile phone, reference numeral

202 designates a display, reference numeral 203

designates a vibration unit, reference numeral 204

designates a microphone for calls, reference numeral

205 designates a first speaker for calls, reference



numeral 206 designates a second speaker for incoming

call/mail alert sound, and reference numeral 207

designates an operating unit composed of a plurality of

keys. Further, reference numeral 208 designates a

memory that stores various operating programs for

controlling operations of the CPU 201, reference

numeral 209 designates a first communication unit that

processes a mobile phone communication function, and

reference numeral 210 designates a mobile phone antenna.

Also, reference numeral 211 designates a second

communication unit that processes a communication

function for short range communication, and reference

numeral 212 designates a coupler for short range

communication .

[0018] A description of detailed operations in the

mobile phone function that uses the first communication

unit 209 is omitted herein due to being known

technology, and not being essential matter of the

present invention. When the mobile phone 101 receives

an incoming call or an incoming mail from the base

station, a message showing that there is an incoming

call/mail is displayed on the display 202 so as to

notify an operator. Moreover, when receiving an

incoming call or an incoming mail, the mobile phone 101

notifies the operator that there is an incoming

call/mail, by causing the vibration unit 203 to vibrate

Upon noticing that there is an incoming call/mail, the



operator answers the incoming call or displays and

reads the received mail by operating the operating unit

207.

[0019] The second communication unit 211 is a

communication unit that realizes a function for

communication called short range communication. By

bringing the coupler 212 close to a coupler of another

device with which the coupler 212 intends to

communicate, an induced electric field acts between the

couplers, so that the second communication unit 211

realizes wireless communication. The power applied in

the coupler 212 is extremely weak, and communication is

performed at an electric field intensity that is less

than or equal to 35 µV/m, which is a specification for

an extremely low power radio station, and therefore a

license is not necessary. In the present embodiment,

when couplers are brought close to each other within

zero to a few centimeters, communication can be

performed. However, when the couplers are separated

farther than that communication range, communication

cannot be performed, resulting in communication failure.

Communication between couplers is performed in a range

that is much narrower (shorter) than that of

communication with the base station, and is a function

for performing communication in a narrower

communication range than that of the first

communication unit 209.



[0020] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an

example of an internal configuration of the reading

unit 102 and the PC 103.

[0021] Reference numeral 301 designates a coupler

for short range communication, reference numeral 302

designates a communication unit that processes a

communication function for short range communication,

reference numeral 303 designates a light emitting unit,

and reference numeral 304 designates a USB interface.

[0022] The coupler 301 is connected to the

communication unit 302, and realizes short range

communication by being brought close to the coupler 212

The light emitting unit 303 is a light emitting unit

that lights up during short range communication so as

to visually notify the operator that communication is

being performed.

[0023] Reference numeral 311 designates a CPU that

controls operation of the PC 103, reference numeral 312

designates a memory that stores an operating program,

reference numeral 313 designates a USB interface,

reference numeral 314 designates a display, reference

numeral 315 designates a keyboard, and reference

numeral 316 designates a hard disk.

[0024] The CPU 311 controls the communication unit

302 via the USB interfaces 313 and 304, and controls

short range communication between the mobile phone 101

and the reading unit 102 via the coupler 301.



[0025] In the PC 103, a short range communication

processing program 321 stored in the memory 312 is

waiting to operate at all times. Thus, when the mobile

phone 101 is placed in a position on the reading unit

102 where short range communication can be performed, a

connection notification command is notified from the

reading unit 102 to the PC 103 via the USB interfaces

304 and 313, and short range communication processing

begins. An example of the short range communication

will be described later.

[0026] FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing processing

performed by the mobile phone 101 according to the

first embodiment.

[0027] After starting up due to a power-on

operation, the mobile phone 101 repeats processing so

as to be waiting to perform operation judgment

processing (step Sl), incoming call/mail judgment

processing (step S2) , reading unit detection judgment

processing (step S3) , and power-off processing (step

S4) (standby processing loop).

[0028] By performing operation processing 221 in

the memory 208, the CPU 201 of the mobile phone 101

realizes operation processing described below. When

performing the operation judgment (step Sl) , the CPU

201 judges whether there is an input of an operation

from a user. When the CPU 201 judges that there is an

input of an operation because some kind of input



processing has been performed, the CPU 201 analyzes the

content of the operation (step S6) . Then, if the CPU

201 judges that the operation is an outgoing call

operation (step S7), outgoing call processing (step S8)

is performed in accordance with a designated telephone

number, and processing returns to the standby

processing loop. On the other hand, if the operation

is not outgoing call processing, the CPU 201

subsequently judges whether the input of an operation

is a mail sending operation (step S9) . Then, if the

operation is judged to be a mail sending operation,

mail sending processing (step SlO) is performed so as

to send a mail containing designated content to a

designated address, and processing returns to the

standby processing loop. Further, if the operation is

not a mail sending operation either, the CPU 201

performs operation processing (step SIl) in accordance

with the operation, and processing returns to the

standby processing loop.

[0029] By performing incoming call/mail processing

222 in the memory 208, the CPU 201 of the mobile phone

101 realizes incoming call/mail processing described

below. First, when performing the incoming call/mail

judgment (step S2) , the CPU 201 judges whether there is

an incoming call/mail from a mobile phone network. If

there is an incoming call/mail, the CPU 201 judges

whether the incoming call/mail is a mail to be received



(step S12) . Then, if it is judged to be a mail to be

received, the CPU 201 performs mail receiving

processing (step S13) using the first communication

unit 209. If the incoming call/mail is not a mail to

be received, the CPU 201 judges it to be an ordinary

incoming call and performs incoming call processing

(step S14) using the first communication unit 209, in

accordance with an operation of the operator.

[0030] By performing short range communication

processing 223 in the memory 208, the CPU 201 of the

mobile phone 101 realizes short range communication

processing described below. The CPU 201 detects a

partner device with which short range communication is

to be performed in the reading unit detection

processing (step S3) . When the mobile phone 101 is

placed on the reading unit 102, the CPU 201 judges that

the short range communication partner device has been

detected. If the reading unit 102 is detected in the

reading unit detection processing (step S3) , the CPU

201 performs short range communication processing (step

S15) using the second communication unit 211. In the

present embodiment, communication is performed with the

PC 103 via the reading unit 102, which is the short

range communication partner device. In the PC 103,

detection processing 324 detects the short range

communication partner device based on a signal from the

reading unit 102 (coupler 301) , and thereafter, short



range communication processing 321 begins short range

communication. When the short range communication

processing 223 ends, processing returns to the standby

processing loop. The short range communication

processing 223 will be described in further detail

later.

[0031] By performing power-off processing 224 in

the memory 208, the CPU 201 of the mobile phone 101

realizes power-off processing described below. When

performing the power-off judgment (step S4), the CPU

201 judges whether the operator has performed an

operation to turn off the power of the mobile phone 101

using the operating unit 207. If the operator

performed the power-off operation, the CPU 201 performs

power-off processing (step S5) and thereafter ends this

processing. In the PC 103, in accordance with the end

of data transfer by data transfer processing 322 or

detection of irregularity by irregularity processing

323, disconnection processing 325 starts up, and the

short range communication is disconnected.

[0032] FIGs. 5A and 5B are flow charts showing

detailed processing of the short range communication

processing (step S15) shown in FIG. 4 .

[0033] First, in the short range communication

processing, the CPU 201 performs connection setting

processing (step S21) for establishing a communication

channel for short range communication between the



second communication unit 211 of the mobile phone 101

and the communication unit 302 of the reading unit 102.

When the connection setting processing (step S21) is

completed, the CPU 201 sets incoming call/mail alert

display on the display 202, incoming call/mail alert

sound from the second speaker 206 and incoming

call/mail alert vibration of the vibration unit 203 of

the mobile phone 101 to OFF (step S22) . That is, in

accordance with the start of communication by the

second communication unit 211, notification functions

(for example, incoming call/mail alert display,

incoming call/mail alert sound, and incoming call/mail

alert vibration) used for notifying the user that there

is an incoming call/mail received by the first

communication unit 209 are changed to a prohibited

status. Accordingly, even if there is an incoming

call/mail, the mobile phone 101 will not notify the

operator that there is an incoming call or an incoming

mail. Subsequently, the CPU 201 starts data transfer

by short range communication (step S23) . In the PC 103,

under the control of short range communication

processing 321, the data transfer processing 322 is

performed and thus, data transfer between the mobile

phone 101 and the PC 103 is performed.

[0034] Note that in the data transfer start

processing (step S23) , information indicating the

amount of data to be transferred is obtained from



information appended to the head of the data. When

performing data transfer from the mobile phone 101 to

the PC 103, transfer data 225 is read from the memory

208 and sent from the second communication unit 211.

Note that, when performing data transfer from the PC

103 to the mobile phone 101, the CPU 201 stores data

received by the second communication unit 211 in free

space in the memory 208.

[0035] During data communication by short range

communication, the CPU 201 repeats incoming call/mail

judgment (step S24) and data transfer end judgment

(step S25) . Note that, during data transfer, the light

emitting unit 303 of the reading unit 102 lights up so

as to notify the operator that communication is being

performed.

[0036] When data transfer by short range

communication ends (steps S24 and S25) without

receiving a call or mail, the CPU 201 performs short

range communication disconnection processing (step S26) ,

and the short range communication between the mobile

phone 101 and the PC 103 ends. Then, the CPU 201 sets

the incoming call/mail alert display on the display 202,

the incoming call/mail alert sound from the second

speaker 206 and the incoming call/mail alert vibration

of the vibration unit 203 of the mobile phone 101 to ON

(step S27) . That is, in accordance with the end of

communication by the second communication unit 211, the



prohibited status of the notification functions for

notifying an incoming call and an incoming mail is

cancelled.

[0037] Next, the CPU 201 checks whether there is a

history of a mail received during data transfer

processing by the short range communication (from after

step S22 is performed until before step S27 is

performed) . Then, if there is a received mail in the

history, the CPU 201 notifies the operator by

displaying a message showing that there is a received

mail on the display 202 (step S28) .

[0038] Note that a mobile phone generally has a

function, such as a manner mode, for example, for

switching ON and OFF the performance of incoming

call/mail alert display, incoming call/mail alert sound,

and incoming call/mail alert vibration. Accordingly,

in step S22, among incoming call/mail alert display,

incoming call/mail alert sound, and incoming call/mail

alert vibration, any notification function that is in

an ON status is turned OFF. Also, any notification

function that was turned OFF in step S22 may be turned

ON in step S27.

[0039] Next, the case in which there is an

incoming call/mail during data transfer by short range

communication will be described. When it is judged

that there is an incoming call/mail in the incoming

call/mail judgment processing (step S24) , the CPU 201



judges whether the incoming call/mail is an incoming

mail (step S29) . When the CPU 201 judges it to be an

incoming mail, the CPU 201 performs mail receiving

processing (step S36) . Then, the CPU 201 records the

received mail in a history (step S37), and processing

returns to a data transfer processing loop (steps S24

and S25) .

[0040] In step S29, if the incoming call/mail is

not a mail, it is judged to be an incoming call. When

it is judged to be an incoming call, the CPU 201

calculates a remaining data amount of the short range

communication that is being performed, and calculates a

remaining communication time for completing the data

transfer from the remaining data amount and

communication rate (step S30) .

[0041] Then, the CPU 201 judges whether the

remaining communication time is shorter than a

predetermined value α (step S31) . If the remaining

communication time is longer than or equal to the value

α, a notification of incoming call block (reject) is

sent as a reply to an incoming call to the mobile phone

(step S38) .

[0042] On the other hand, if the remaining

communication time is shorter than the predetermined

value α, the CPU 201 holds an incoming call to the

mobile phone (step S32) . This processing is to hold

the incoming call, and the incoming call is seemingly



not answered at all. That is, the other party of

communication (caller) thinks that the mobile phone

just keeps ringing. Note that the other party of

communication may be notified that the call is put on

hold in the same way as a case of using what is known

as a "hold button" for holding the line. Then, the CPU

201 waits until the data transfer ends (step S33) , and

performs disconnection processing of the short range

communication (step S34) when the data transfer ends.

Subsequently, the CPU 201 cancels the holding of the

incoming call performed in step S32 (step S35) .

Further, incoming call/mail alert display, incoming

call/mail alert sound, and incoming call/mail alert

vibration are turned ON (step S27).

[0043] Specific cases of controlling an incoming

call/mail to the mobile phone 101 described above will

be further described.

[0044]<Case 1>

The following describes a case in which there is an

incoming mail while the transfer data 225 is

transferred from the mobile phone 101 to the PC 103.

[0045] In this case, in the short range

communication processing (step S15) of the mobile phone

101, processing goes through steps S21, S22, S23, S24,

S29, S36, and S37, and returns to step S24. Then,

after the data transfer by short range wireless

communication ends, processing goes through steps S25,



S26, S27, and S28, and thereafter this processing ends.

That is, during data transfer by short range

communication from the mobile phone 101 to the PC 103,

if there is an incoming mail to the mobile phone 101,

the mail is received without notifying the operator of

anything. Then, the operator is notified that there is

a received mail after the data transfer ends.

[0046] Therefore, the operator in this case does

not notice that there is an incoming mail during short

range communication. This enables preventing a failure

in short range communication caused by the operator

accidently trying to operate the mobile phone during

the communication. That is, it is possible to prevent

the mobile phone and the reading unit from becoming

separated out of the communication range due to the

mobile phone being unintentionally picked up.

[0047]<Case 2>

The following describes a case in which there is an

incoming call during data transfer of transfer data 331

by short range wireless communication from the PC 103

to the mobile phone 101, and the amount of the transfer

data 331 is small and the value α is three seconds.

[0048] In this case, in the short range

communication processing (step S15) of the mobile phone

101, processing goes through steps S21, S22, S23, S24,

S29, and S30. Also, the remaining communication time

calculated in step S31 is two seconds. In this case,



since the remaining communication time (= two seconds)

is shorter than the value α (= three seconds) ,

processing proceeds from step S31 to step S32.

Subsequently, processing goes through steps S33, S34,

S35, S27, and S28. Then, the short range communication

processing ends, and processing returns to the original

standby processing loop (steps Sl to S4). That is, the

mobile phone 101 continues data transfer by short range

communication while holding the incoming call. Then,

after the data transfer ends, the mobile phone 101

performs incoming call alert display, incoming call

alert sound, and incoming call alert vibration in

accordance with the held incoming call, and prompts the

operator to perform an answering operation.

[0049] That is, in this case, even if there is an

incoming call to the mobile phone during short range

communication, notification of an incoming call is not

performed. After data transfer by the short range

communication ends, incoming call alert display is

displayed, incoming call alert sound is caused to ring,

and incoming call alert vibration is caused to vibrate.

Thus, it is possible to prevent a situation in which a

failure in short range communication occurs due to the

operator accidently trying to operate the mobile phone

during data transfer by short range communication.

[0050]<Case 3>

The following describes a case in which there is an



incoming call during data transfer of the transfer data

225 from the mobile phone 101 to the PC 103, and the

amount of the transfer data 225 is large and the value

α is three seconds.

[0051] In this case, in the short range

communication processing (step S15) of the mobile phone

101, processing goes through steps S21, S22, S23, S24,

S29, and S30. Also, the remaining communication time

calculated in step S31 is ten seconds. In this case,

since the remaining time (= ten seconds) is longer than

the value α (= three seconds) , processing proceeds from

step S31 to step S38, and the CPU 201 notifies the

caller of incoming call block. Then, the CPU 201

returns the processing to step S24, and continues data

communication. When the data communication ends (step

S25) , processing proceeds to steps S26, S27, and S28,

and returns to the usual standby processing loop (steps

Sl to S4) .

[0052] That is, even if there is an incoming call

to the mobile phone during the short range

communication, the incoming call is blocked in this

case. Thus, it is possible to prevent a situation in

which a failure in short range communication occurs due

to the operator accidently trying to operate the mobile

phone during data transfer by short range communication.

[0053] Note that, when blocking an incoming voice

communication, the incoming call is not recorded in a



history in the above processing. However, such a

blocked incoming call may be kept in the history, and a

blocked incoming call history may be displayed with a

received mail history in step S28. That is, a history

of an incoming call/mail received by the first

communication unit 209 (a received mail history and/or

a blocked incoming call history) that is recorded

during communication by the second communication unit

211 may be displayed after the communication ends by

the second communication unit 211.

[0054]<Second Embodiment>

Although the first embodiment was described with an

example of communication using a coupler that utilizes

an induced electric field when a communication unit

performs short range communication, short range

communication may be performed using a loop antenna

suited to a wavelength of a communication carrier wave.

In this case, it is sufficient to replace the coupler

212 of the mobile phone 101 (shown in FIG. 2 ) and the

coupler 301 of the reading unit 102 (shown in FIG. 3 )

with loop antennas.

[0055] Further, as a specific example of the short

range wireless communication, not only a method using

an induced electric field, but also a method using

electromagnetic induction may be employed. Of course,

a method using RFID or FeIiCa may also be employed.



Moreover, in addition to a method using a radio wave, a

method using optical communication such as IrDA may

also be employed.

[0056] Also, in the first embodiment, the incoming

call block processing is performed as a reply in step

S38. However, telephone answering may be performed to

the other party who is calling, and the mobile phone

101 may not display anything until data communication

ends. In this case, a telephone answering history may

also be displayed in addition to a received mail

history in step S28. Further, in the first embodiment,

processing is switched so that an incoming call is

blocked or held in accordance with the remaining

communication time. However, irrespective of the

remaining communication time, if any incoming call/mail

is judged to be an incoming call as a result of

judgment in step S29 in FIG. 5B, all the incoming calls

may be either blocked or held.

[0057] Also, although the aforementioned

embodiments are described using what is known as a

mobile phone, the embodiments are not limited to this.

That is, it will be clear that the present invention is

applicable to any communication apparatus that includes

at least a first communication unit that performs

wireless communication for a call and a mail, and a

second communication unit having a short range

communication function.



[0058] According to the present invention, even if

there is an incoming call or an incoming mail to a

communication apparatus during short range

communication, the operator will not be notified of the

incoming call/mail until the short range communication

ends. Therefore, the present invention enables

preventing the operator from accidently operating the

communication apparatus during short range

communication and thus, preventing a failure in short

range communication.

[0059] The present invention is also achievable in

embodiments such as a system, an apparatus, a method, a

program, or a storage medium. Specifically, it may

also be applied to a system constituted by multiple

devices and may also be applied to an apparatus

constituted by a single device.

[0060] Note that the case where the functionality

of the abovementioned embodiment is achieved by

directly or remotely supplying a software program to a

system or device and reading out and executing the

supplied program code through a computer in the system

or device is included in the scope of the present

invention. In this case, the supplied program is a

computer program that corresponds to the flowchart

indicated in the drawings in the embodiment.

[0061] Accordingly, the program code itself,

installed in a computer so as to realize the functional



processing of the present invention through a computer,

also realizes the present invention. In other words,

the computer program itself, for realizing the

functional processing of the present invention, is also

included within the scope of the present invention.

[0062] In this case, object code, a program

executed through an interpreter, script data supplied

to an OS, or the like may be used, as long as it has

the functions of the program.

[0063] Examples of the a computer readable storage

medium that can be used to supply the computer program

include Floppy® disks, hard disks, optical disks,

magneto-optical disks, MOs, CD-ROMs, CD-Rs, CD-RWs,

magnetic tape, non-volatile memory cards, ROMs, and

DVDs (DVD-ROMs, DVD-Rs) .

[0064] Using a browser of a client computer to

connect to an Internet homepage and downloading the

computer program of the present invention to a storage

medium such as a hard disk can be given as another

method for supplying the program. In this case, the

downloaded program may be a compressed file including a

function for automatic installation. Furthermore, this

method may be realized by dividing the program code

that makes up the program of the present invention into

a plurality of files and downloading each file from

different homepages. In other words, a WWW server that

allows a plurality of users to download the program



files for realizing the functional processing of the

present invention through a computer also falls within

the scope of the present invention.

[0065] Furthermore, the program of the present

invention may be encrypted, stored in a storage medium

such as a CD-ROM, and distributed to users. In this

case, a user that has cleared a predetermined condition

is allowed to download key information for removing the

cryptography from a homepage via the Internet, use the

key information to decrypt the program, and install the

program on a computer.

[0066] Also, the functions of the present

embodiment may be realized, in addition to through the

execution of a loaded program using a computer, through

cooperation with an OS or the like running on the

computer based on instructions of the program. In

this case, the OS or the like performs part or all of

the actual processing, and the functions of the above-

described embodiment are realized by that processing.

[0067] Furthermore, part or all of the

functionality of the aforementioned embodiment may be

written into a memory provided in a function expansion

board installed in the computer, a function expansion

unit connected to the computer, or the like, into which

the program read out from the storage medium is written.

In this case, after the program has been written into

the function expansion board or the function expansion



unit, a CPU or the like included in the function

expansion board or the function expansion unit performs

part or all of the actual processing based on the

instructions of the program.

[0068] While the present invention has been

described with reference to embodiments, it is to be

understood that the invention is not limited to the

disclosed embodiments. The scope of the following

claims is to be accorded the broadest interpretation so

as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent

structures and functions.

[0069] This application claims the benefit of

Japanese Patent Application No. 2008-099807, filed

April 7 , 2008, which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.



CLAIMS

1 . A communication apparatus comprising:

first communication means for performing wireless

communication for at least a call or a mail;

second communication means that is different from

the first communication means; and

prohibition means for changing a notification

function that notifies a user of an incoming call/mail

received by the first communication means to a

prohibited status in accordance with a start of

communication by the second communication means.

2 . The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

further comprising cancellation means for canceling the

prohibited status of the notification function in

accordance with an end of communication by the second

communication means.

3 . The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

wherein, among incoming call/mail alert display,

incoming call/mail alert sound, and incoming call/mail

alert vibration, the prohibition means turns OFF any

notification function that is in an ON status.

4 . The communication apparatus according to claim 3 ,

further comprising cancellation means for canceling the

prohibited status of the notification function in



accordance with an end of communication by the second

communication means,

wherein the cancellation means turns ON a

notification function that was turned OFF by the

prohibition means.

5 . The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

wherein a history of an incoming call/mail

received by the first communication means during

communication by the second communication means is

displayed after an end of the communication by the

second communication means.

6 . The communication apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 5 , further comprising incoming call

blocking means for, if an incoming call/mail received

by the first communication means during communication

by the second communication means is a voice

communication, blocking the incoming call.

7 . The communication apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 5 , further comprising means for telephone

answering that, if an incoming call/mail received by

the first communication means during communication by

the second communication means is a voice communication,

performs telephone answering with respect to the

incoming call.



8 . The communication apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 7 , further comprising:

mail reception means for, if an incoming

call/mail received by the first communication means

during communication by the second communication means

is a mail to be received, receiving the mail; and

notification means for notifying that the mail

reception means has received a mail after an end of the

communication by the second communication means.

9 . The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

further comprising:

obtaining means for obtaining a remaining data

amount or remaining communication time of the

communication by the second communication means; and

incoming call control means for (i) blocking the

incoming voice communication or (ii) holding the

incoming voice communication and canceling the holding

after an end of the communication by the second

communication means, in accordance with the remaining

data amount or remaining communication time obtained by

the obtaining means.

10. The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

further comprising:

obtaining means for obtaining a remaining data



amount or remaining communication time of the

communication by the second communication means; and

incoming call control means for (i) performing

telephone answering to the incoming voice communication

and notifying the user of a history of the telephone

answering after an end of the communication by the

second communication means or (ii) holding the incoming

voice communication and canceling the holding after an

end of the communication by the second communication

means, in accordance with the remaining data amount or

remaining communication time obtained by the obtaining

means .

11. The communication apparatus according to claim 1 ,

1 wherein a communication range of the second

communication means is shorter than a communication

range of the first communication means.

12. A method for controlling a communication apparatus

that includes at least first communication means for

performing wireless communication for a call or a mail

and second communication means that is different from

the first communication means, the method comprising a

prohibition step of prohibiting to notify a user of an

incoming call/mail received by the first communication

means to a prohibited status in accordance with a start

of communication by the second communication means.



13. A program that causes a computer to perform each

step of the method for controlling the communication

apparatus according to claim 12.

14. A computer-readable recording medium that stores a

program that causes a computer to perform each step of

the method for controlling the communication apparatus

according to claim 12 .
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